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1. Thermal wind.   An east-west flow exists with the form  
                                     u = U0 cos(l0 y)exp(κ z) 
 The domain is –H < z < 0, and the surface z = 0 is rigid.   
     It is a geostrophic, incompressible, hydrostatic flow, with no friction effects and 
uniform stratification, with buoyancy frequency N.     

 o Find the pressure p’(y,  z) due to the flow, and perturbation density ρ’(y, z).  Use 
the Boussinesq approximation in which variations in the mean density ρ0(z) are small in 
the region of the flow, so that ρ0 can be considered constant during the integration to get 
pressure.  
 o Sketch the surfaces of constant density and constant pressure in the y-z plane.  
If ρ’ is a function of temperature only, where are the warm and cold regions in the flow, 
in relation to high- and low pressure regions?  Using scale analysis,  compare the 
steepness of the slopes of surfaces of constant density with the surfaces of constant 
pressure…you can use for the constant pressure surfaces the relation  
  slope at constant pressure = ∂z/∂y|p = (∂p/∂y)|z /(∂p/∂z)|y    
and similarly for constant density surfaces. 
 o Calculate and sketch the potential vorticity. 
 o If this is an ocean current and the surface z=0 were replaced by the free ocean 
surface where the pressure is equal to atmospheric pressure, what would be the elevation 
of the surface, η(y)?  Sketch it. [We assume g is sufficiently large that the free surface at 
z=η is very close to z = 0. !
2. Thermal wind.   Do cyclones have warm central cores or cold central cores or possibly both?  
What about anticyclones?  Based only on thermal wind balance consider two situations: low-
level eddies that weaken upward, and eddies at the top of the fluid (or top of the troposphere) 
which weaken downward, for example like Gulf Stream Rings (eddies shed by the Gulf Stream) 
or cut-off eddies created by atmospheric blocking (big meanders of the jet stream that break off 
eddies.  This is a theoretical question but you could use some NCEP data as an example.  Think 
about the presence of both baroclinic velocity component (obeying thermal-wind) and a 
barotropic velocity (for which ∂u/∂z =0 and ∂v/∂z =0).  Compare with the heated vortex model 
and hurricane shown in class (Gill  §9.15). !
 3.  Quasi-geostrophic, Stratified, rotating zonal flow over  topography.    This is the 
same class of problem as on the mid-term quiz, yet for a stratified, rotating fluid and is 
solved the same way.     Suppose a  fluid with constant N flows steadily from west to east 
over mountains and valleys, conserving potential vorticity.  The zonal (x-component of) 
velocity has a mean value U0.  The lower boundary lies at  
           z = η(x,y) = A sin k0x sin k0y   
(mountains and valleys in a checker-board pattern). The fluid extends to z=∞ without an 
upper boundary.   The steady flow field, including the zonal mean flow, in terms of 
pressure is 
                       p = p0(z) -  ρ0f U0 y+ p’(x,y,z)  !
    The quasi-geostrophic potential vorticity is 
   q = (1/ρ0)(f +  ζ) ∂(ρ0+ρ’)/∂z                      (ζ = vx - uy) 



                               ≈  (1/ρ0)(f ∂ρ’/∂z + ζ ∂ρ0/∂z) + constant 
In terms of the pressure field p’(x,y,z) this is !
  q = const. x (p’xx+p’yy + (f2/N2) p’zz )  + const. !
as we have seen in lecture notes.  Assume that the fluid has come from a uniform depth region 
far upstream conserving its PV,  in which case  
  q = 0. 
 o  Solve for p’(x,y,z) by assuming a solution for q(x,y) that resembles the boundary 
η(x,y), then using the equation to solve for the vertical structure, and then applying the  
boundary conditions to get the amplitude.  
     The vertical velocity at the bottom is that produced by the zonal flow times the slope of the 
bottom,  
                                        w = U0 ∂η/∂x at z =0  
(actually at z=η but linearized for small amplitude to z=0).   Thus using the linearized form of 
density conservation, 
   Dρ/Dt ≈ U0 ∂ρ’/∂x + w dρ0/dz = 0 
 the lower boundary condition becomes 
   U0 ∂η/∂x = -U0 ∂ρ’/∂x/(dρ0/dz) 
so  
   ρ’ = -η dρ0/dz  at z = 0 
In terms of pressure, using  hydrostatic balance this becomes  
   ∂p’/∂z = +(g dρ0/dz)  η  
so finally 
   ∂p’/∂z = -ρ0 N2 η(x,y)  at z = 0 
is the boundary condition. 
   The upper boundary condition is that p’ remains finite as z => ∞. 
  o   Plot the p’=constant isobars at several z-levels.   Discuss both the variation in the flow 
speed and direction with z, and dependence on the mean-flow speed U0.   Notice the connection 
between vertical velocity and the change in direction of the flow with height.  Notice that 
stratification acts as a ‘lid’ or upper boundary on the flow even though the fluid is infinitely deep 
and has no upper boundary.     
 o   Plot horizontal maps of the potential vorticity near the bottom and above the bottom.  
Look for closed contours of q.  In what sense is Bernoulli conservation along streamlines 
satisfied?        
  
4.    Internal waves with stratification and rotation: the inertial peak.  Very roughly 1/2 
the kinetic energy in the subsurface oceans occurs in internal waves near the Coriolis 
frequency, f (often called near-inertial waves).   (Surface gravity waves also account for a 
large amount of energy.)  This is surprising because there are internal waves over the 
whole frequency range from f to N.  It is these waves that do the internal mixing that 
makes the global overturning circulation possible.  
       Consider internal waves forced at the top of the ocean over a wide range of 
frequencies, by wind forcing.   We observe currents below the surface, and can create an 
energy spectrum with respect to frequency, that is, a plot of energy density in waves at 
various frequencies.   
 o  Why does this observed spectrum have a strong maximum for waves with 
frequency σ just greater than f  (these are called near-inertial waves).  
     For a qualitative answer, solve for the internal wave generated by an upper boundary 
condition 
           w = w0 sin(k0 x -σ0 t)  at z =0 



which is the top of the ocean.  The wave equation for w is the same as for the pressure, p’  
(see Gill eqn. 8.4.11).    Here we assume no variation in the y-direction, hence no 
wavenumber in that direction. 
   (wxx + wzz)tt  + f2 wzz + N2wxx = 0 
This differs from our class notes by including non-hydrostatic effects (the first term 
wxxtt).   The dispersion relation σ(k,m) is then 
   σ2 = (N2 k2  + f2 m2 )/(k2 + m2)   = N2cos2φ + f2 sin2 φ  
where φ is the angle between the wave-vector (k,m) and the horizontal.  Thus 
                                               tan φ = m/k. 
 We showed that the group velocity is perpendicular to (k,m) and thus it lies (along the 
wave crests or ‘beams’) at an angle  φ ± π/2 from the horizontal.   
 o  Find the ratio of horizontal kinetic energy to forcing amplitude squared, w02  
                                        (|u|2 +|v|2)/|w0|2 , 
and how it varies with frequency.  Visualize the beam of wave energy, particularly its 
width, which when narrow suggests a high concentration of kinetic energy.   
    Gill gives the required formulas for u and v velocities 8.5.2, 8.5.3  which can give u/w 
and v/w and hence the horizontal kinetic energy as a function of the w-amplitude of the 
wave. Run the Matlab m-file below to have a sense for the way the properties of internal 
waves depend on the angle of propagation. 
     {A more complete solution for the variation of wave energy with frequency can be found from the formula 
for vertical wave energy flux,  which is  E Cg |z  where E is the energy density and Cg|z   is the vertical group 
velocity, ∂σ/ ∂m. If this energy flux is independent of frequency, for example, then the energy density varies 
inversely with the vertical group velocity which is written out in Gill eqn. 8.4.26 . This is calculation is not 
required here.} !
       
___________________________________________ !
m-file for internal waves with N and f (propagation from an initial localized 
distribution of pressure, p’  (also posted in a separate file on the website) !
%% 2Da internal waves with buoyancy and Coriolis.  P.Rhines Feb 2015 
  
% This plots the theoretical solution for an initial pressure perturbation 
% in the form of a 2-dimensional Gaussian bell curve at the center of the fluid. 
% We solve using Fourier transforming the initial condition and 
% matching each sine-wave component with a traveling internal wave. 
%    You can change parameters and make additional plots (like a 
% space/time Hovmoeller plot).  The buoyancy frequency N and  
% Coriolis frequency f have ratio N/f = 10 at present. The plots 
% show the p'(x,z,t), and p' along one horizontal and one vertical  
% line. The fourth plot shows time series of p', one near the  
% top center of the box and the other near the middle-depth of the box. 
% The periodic box has width and height ngrid units of length and the 
% This is not a finite-difference numerical model, so there is no 
% restriction on the timestep, dt. 
%     To speed up the program, comment out the time-series plot (4th plot). 
%     This shows only the wave field (the homogeneous solution of 



% the wave equation), and not the geostrophically  adjusted flow  
% left behind.  That flow can be added as part of the model.  
%       
 ngrid=512;box=(ngrid)/2; 
 lxsq=100; lzsq=100;  
 N=0.2; 
 f=0.02; 
 k0=2*pi/32;m0=3*pi/32; 
 [x z]= meshgrid(-box:box-1,-box:box-1); 
% initial condition in x and z. 
 ball=exp(-x.*x/lxsq-z.*z/lzsq); 
 k=-(ngrid)/2:(ngrid)/2-1; k=k*2*pi/ngrid;  %%key step: correctly shifted wavenumber 
 m=-(ngrid)/2:(ngrid)/2-1; m=m*2*pi/ngrid;  %%key step: correctly shifted wavenumber 
 [K M]=meshgrid(k,m); 
  Ksq=K.*K; Msq=M.*M; Nsq=N*N; fsq=f*f;  %% Ksq, Msq and sigma are 2D arrays 
  t=10;t=0; 
% fac=1./(0.5+ksq); 
% sigma=N*K./sqrt((Ksq+Msq));  
                   %  k0=5*2*pi/(ngrid); m0=3*2*pi/ngrid;   %%  ? -1 
                   %  tt=exp(i*k0*x+i*m0*z); 
   sigma=sqrt(Nsq*K.*K+fsq*M.*M)./sqrt((Ksq+Msq));  % full non-hydrostatic 
 % sigma=sqrt(Nsq*K.*K+fsq*M.*M)./sqrt(Msq);         %?? hydrostatic (H/L)^2 <<1 
 nt=1000; dt=1; 
 for it=1:nt 
   F=fft2(ball); 
   Fs=fftshift(F); 
   Fswave=exp(-i*sigma*it*dt).*Fs;    %% even if t=0 this eliminates the DC k=0,l=0 
   Fwave=ifftshift(Fswave); 
   Fwave(1,1)=0.; 
   wave=ifft2(Fwave);        %% this gives all NaNs 
   %%%%%%%%%%%%$$$$$$$$$ 
   subplot(221) 
   pcolor(x,z,real(wave)),shading interp; caxis([-.03 .03]); axis equal 
   title(['pressure  time  '  num2str(it*dt)  '    N =  ' num2str(N)]);   
   subplot(222) 
   plot(real(wave(0.25*ngrid,:))); axis([0 ngrid -.1 .1])  
   title('horizontal cut z=.25*ngrid') 
   subplot(223) 
   plot(real(wave(:,0.25*ngrid))); axis([0 ngrid -.1 .1])  
   title('vertical cut z=.25*ngrid') 
    subplot(224) 
    hold on 
    ww=real(wave(fix(.9*ngrid),fix(.1*ngrid))); 



    plot(it*dt,ww,'.');xlabel('time') 
    ww=real(wave(fix(.45*ngrid),fix(.25*ngrid))); 
    plot(it*dt,ww,'r.'); 
   drawnow 
 end  
% 


